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coloquintidas and the large number of seeds which it
contains adds -to the resemblance. * Therefore we need
not be surprised to find an analogy between the names of the
coloquintida: Sanskrit tumba, and that of Ficus glomerata:
Sanskrit udumbara. It may be remarked however that
the cerebral of *tumba reappears in the classical Sanskrit
form uciumbara* Sueh rapprochements seem to be more
justified when we consider the very words for udumbara
in the modern languages of India : Santali Iowa • Chota
Nagpur dume; Kberwarien dumer; Oriya dimeri; Nepal
dumri. [Bengali dumur—P. C. B.]. Between labu, the
Malay word for different kinds of gourds (the Sanskrit
equivalent labu, the corresponding word in Javanese
walu) and Iowa the word for Ficus glomerata in Santali,
the resemblance is as exact as possible and can be very
well explained by semantic laws.
What does then the initial u in Sanskrit udumbara
represent ? This cannot but be the rest of an ancient
prefix which has now lost its initial and the analogy of
ketimun, godumba suggests here an ancient guttural.
Udumbara \ udumbara then would come from an ancient
*kutumbara \ *kutumbara and we are thus brought back
in a roundabout way to the hypothesis already formulated
above*2
It is probably in the same family, from which Sans*
krit tnmba, udumbara, etc., come, that we have to search
for the origin of names of some musical instruments
and an Indian caste. Labuki, the word for a sort of
1 In the eyes of the Austro-Asiatics the abundance of seeds was
certainly the characteristic feature of these fruits, as the myth of the
gourd-mother giving birth to numerous children shows.
* Of the two kindred words foi ^ne cotton stuff in Pali the one
has a cerebral: Jcofumbara while the other has Dot got it: kodumbara.

